
ARTS
Story Time (Preschool) 
Children will listen to a short story and perform a hands-on activity 
designed to get them on their feet!

Rhythms of the World: Ghana (Grades K–2)
Students exercise creative thinking and movement skills through play. 
Learn about the West African Country of Ghana while singing a 
song in a native language called Akan.

Discovery Gateway 
STEAM-Guided Field Trips 
encourage students to discover, explore, and 
create with interactive, hands-on exhibits with the 
assistance of a Museum Imagination Facilitator. 
Each exhibit features age-appropriate elements 
that tie into Utah’s core curriculum standards. 
Your students will learn about art, science, 
language, music, healthy lifestyles, careers and 
more through interactive play in the museum.

COST: $5 PER STUDENT
Educators and Chaperones: FREE
Plan on at least 1 chaperone for every 5 students.

CAPACITY: 15-150 STUDENTS

LENGTH OF VISIT: 2 HOURS 
Includes a 5-10 minute orientation.

DISCOVERY WORKSHOPS:
Select a 15-30 minute workshop from the right 
to pair with your visit! Pre and post-visit lessons 
options provided on our website. 
Workshop time included in length of visit.

SPONSORED FIELD TRIPS:
Public and Title I schools are eligible for free 
admission and potential reimbursement for 
transportation, thanks to Utah State Legislature 
Informal Science Education Enhancement funding 
and other generous sponsors. Sponsored field trips 
include an educational workshop in STEAM or 
financial literacy.
Funding is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Discovery Workshops

Call our School and
Group Specialist at

(801)456–5437 x122

Email 
fieldtrip@

discoverygateway.org

Go to 
DiscoveryGateway.org

for more info

FINANCIAL LITERACY
Financial Literacy (Grade K–2) 
Students will build financial literacy skills by learning the value of coins 
and understanding the differences between wants vs. needs.

SCIENCE
Kinderforce (Grade K) 
A great follow up to our Kindergarten outreach program, Potential Energy. 
Students learn about pushes and pulls from the forces around us.

Plant Cycle Yoga (Grades K–2) 
Students will root down, sprout up, grow tall, and discover the life cycle of a 
plant. This wiggle-friendly workshop uses gross-motor movements to mimic 
the journey from seed to plant. 

Beehive Blitz (Grades K–4) 
Learn about what makes bees so important and why we love them here at 
Discovery Gateway! They are Utah’s state insect and a buzz at our museum!

Simple Machines (Grades K–3) 
Students will explore Discovery Gateway‘s simple machines, such as planes, 
pulleys, levers, wedges, and screws, and then apply them to real life use. 

Rockin’ Roller Coaster (Grades 2–3) 
What makes roller coasters so much fun? Is it the length, the height, or the 
speed? Students will investigate by conducting fun roller coaster science 
experiments while exploring gravity and motion.

Reaction Time (Grade 5) 
The Reaction Time workshop covers Standard I of the fifth-grade science 
core-matter, physical changes, and chemical reactions while providing 
students with an exciting hands-on lab experience. Note: this is a 3 HOUR 
TRIP with a 45 minute assembly and a 30 minute lab. 

Critter Scene Investigation (Grades 5) 
Solve a mystery! Students learn about animal adaptations, discover 
evidence, and develop hypothesis with hands-on materials.


